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Episodic Breakdown (Episodes 1 – 50)
Episode 1
With winds up to 50 kilometres per hour, experts from around the world say Western Australia is a kite
surfing paradise.
Episode 2
Kayak, snorkel and boat cruise to Seal and Penguin Islands off the coast of Western Australia for a
relaxing day and view sea lions, pelicans, penguins, dolphins and other wildlife.
Episode 3
The coastline that comes to life is in Rockingham, Western Australia. Cruise above the beautiful
protected bays and skydive onto the white sands of Rockingham or jetpack the beautiful beaches.
Episode 4
If you love music, you will love the jam-packed 3-day family-friendly Fairbridge Festival near Pinjarra
in Western Australia. This global festival represents sublime sounds from all over the world as well as
a festival just for the kids.
Episode 5
Swim with the majestic whale sharks on Ningaloo Reef and snorkel the perfect reef on Turquoise Bay.
This bay on Australia’s Coral Coast is the most incredible snorkel spot - just a short swim off the shore
and you will be left with beautiful memories.
Episode 6
Set in the relaxing Doonbeg on the picturesque Irish coast, the Trump International Golf Links and
Hotel is one of the best golf courses in the World and embraces the beautiful buildings, amazing
resort and unbelievable coastline of Ireland.

Episode 7
Heading through Golden in Canada, catch a chairlift to the start line to enjoy
the rush of Downhill Mountain biking in the summer and get up close and personal with the majestic
grizzly bears at the Kicking Horse Grizzly Bear Refuge.
Episode 8
The Cliffs of Moher on the Wild Atlantic Way in Ireland is one of nature’s true wonders. You can walk
or catch a ferry to view this 8-kilometre stretch of breathtaking cliffs, which are truly a sight to behold.
Episode 9
Explore the Killary Harbour in Leenane, situated northwest of Ireland - this extraordinary scenery will
leave you breathless. Travel 20 minutes and challenge yourself to a rope course 15-20 meters above
the ground, zip line at fast speed, bridge swing or do the bog walk at Delphi Adventure Resort.
Episode 10
300 kilometres of coast on Jeju Island is the perfect spot to begin your South Korean adventure.
Paddle the southern side at your pace and explore the amazing geological structure of the 2km
underground Manjang cave.
Episode 11
Rockingham Beach in Western Australia offers exciting up-close and personal diving with bottlenose
dolphins. This unbelievable experience is like no other and will send your senses into overdrive.
Episode 12
Get immersed into the Tai Kwon Do culture in South Korea and get ready to be astounded at how
incredible the human body can be. In the heart of Seoul have some fun at the largest combined
leisure theme park, The Woongjin Playdoci, which even has a huge ski park!
Episode 13
Visit Rottnest Island by ferry from Perth, Australia – be amazed by the crystal clear blue-green waters,
and relax in the beautiful lagoons and white sandy beaches. While you are in Perth, try the super fast
jet boats off Fremantle City – perfect for those seeking an adrenalin rush.
Episode 14
Lee steps aboard a Tiger Moth and soars through the skies of Perth. Taking off in the Tiger Moth, you
do not have a roof blocking your view; instead you get to experience the skies of Perth in an open
cockpit, 3000 metres above the ocean.
Episode 15
Pack up and head to Gin Gin in Western Australia for something a little unexpected. Enjoy world-class
scientific research mixed with fun and games at the Discovery Centre and defy gravity on the Leaning
Tower of Gin Gin.
Episode 16
The Wild Atlantic Way gives travellers so many memorable experiences and the Dingle Peninsula is
no exception. There's no other landscape in Western Europe with the density and variety of
archaeological monuments as here and getting to see them is so easy.
Episode 17
One incredibly beautiful town in Ireland you just have to visit is Dingle. Situated on the edge of lush
green rolling pastures with a backdrop of spectacular mountains, it's as pretty as a picture.

Episode 18
Often called the Real Emerald of Ireland, one of its true gems - not just for its
stunning architecture but also as much for its botanic setting - is Kylemore Abbey.
Episode 19
Jeonju is a modern industrialised city with a wonderfully rich history that is as alive today as it was
over 1000 years ago. The Jeonju Hanok Village in the heart of this city is a must-see destination for
any visitor to Korea.
Episode 20
With so many great things to see and do in Seoul, go somewhere where art really rules and head to
Samcheong-dong. Full of brilliant restaurants, coffee and fashion shops – you just have to check it
out.
Episode 21
There was a time in Bangkok when boats were the main mode of transport for everyone, even royalty.
It was the royal barges that rule these waters and you can relive their grandeur with a visit to a
museum entirely dedicated to these royal vessels.
Episode 22
Just east of downtown Seoul, Gwangjang Market is Koreas oldest remaining daily market offering
both locals and foreign tourists the quintessential Seoul experience.
Episode 23
Bangkok is one of the world’s biggest and most vibrant cities and seamlessly melds the old with the
new. Bangkok draws a constant stream of visitors eager to enjoy the huge amount of cheap, delicious
food in this city.
Episode 24
Baltimore - a village just off the Wild Atlantic Way, a spectacular sight and very much worth a side
visit. It’s many protected coves. Kim visits Baltimore is to check out a very special lake – Lough Hyne.
Episode 25
When it comes to landscape, South Korea's is varied and very interesting. From volcanic regions to
pristine coast and dramatic mountain ranges, your eye is always stimulated especially at the Mount
Jirisan Mountains.
Episode 26
Enjoy a good road trip in Western Australia and watch as our roads take us to amazing places. Full of
colour, full of water and it's full of wonder and if you have ever been to Karijini, you'll know exactly
what we mean.
Episode 27
Tod goes to the Karijini National Park in search of the adrenalin rush. With climbing, water crossings
and abseiling all on the menu, the Red Gorge Tour is absolutely magnificent.

Episode 28
One of the most fabulous experiences you could ever have here in Thailand is spending time
exploring the coastline and walking the magnificent beaches - it's World famous for it. Trevor and Caty
indulge in the luxury while hopping between islands on the Andaman Sea in Thailand.

Episode 29
Nestled at the foot of the Khao Luang Mountain Range in Thailand’s
southwest is Baan Kiriwong, which translated means 'The Village Surrounded by Mountains'. It's just
an hour’s flight from Bangkok but a world away from its hustle and bustle.
Episode 30
World-class rock climbing can be had in Railay, in southern Thailand. A stunning place with limestone
cliffs, pure white sand and emerald green water.
Episode 31
If you're in Bangkok on one special day in November, this city and the rest of Thailand turns into a
magical fairyland thanks to a mystical festival of light known as the Loi Krathong. One of the most
picturesque events you're ever likely to see.
Episode 32
One of the greatest pleasures you'll enjoy when holidaying in Thailand is their cuisine, it's simply
unique and scrumptious. In this episode, why not learn to cook Thai food yourself?
Episode 33
Thailand is a nation of deeply spiritual people, predominately of Buddhist faith. Buddhism first came to
Thailand about 2000 years ago and there are some amazing temples across the country that are well
worth seeing.
Episode 34
The beautiful landscape of our West Australian bush is seen and felt remarkably by indigenous
Australians ad the land belongs to them and they belong to the land. Journey with Tod as he learns
about their traditional land.
Episode 35
Join Tod as he explores the Millstream Chichester National Park, a region that is the traditional
homeland of the Yindjibarndi people. Visit the old homestead, a former cattle station, which remains
the hub of Millstream as a visitors centre today.
Episode 36
Here's a place you may not of heard of and it is most definitely worth exploring. Tucked behind
Kalamunda in the Perth Hills is the Bickley Wine Trail and at starting point today there's not a grape in
sight.
Episode 37
The landscape is ancient and while the traditional owners have been here for thousands of years,
European settlement has been relatively recent with some of the earliest contact happening right here
off the coast of Dampier.
Episode 38
Fly to a remote location in British Columbia, Canada, for an amazing heli hiking experience in the
rugged mountains. Heli-hiking adds a new dimension to trekking, allowing you to explore beyond the
local area.
Episode 39
When in Canada, one must-do is to explore the stunning wilderness around the town of Waterton in
the province of Alberta, just a stone’s throw from the border with the US state of Montana.

Episode 40
The Water Lake National Park has so many natural features, including all
sorts of wildlife and the Cameron Waterfall.
Episode 41
Next stop on Explore TV’s trip to Canada is the Yukon Territory. Starting this leg of our journey in
Whitehorse, the hub of the Yukon. The town has lovely historic feel about it and is now the capital of
the Yukon.
Episode 42
Go remote in Yukon, Canada, and take a boat to the Tagish Wilderness Lodge, where you can try a
hand at fishing and smoking your trout.
Episode 43
One way to experience the wildlife of the north is to take a safari tour through the Yukon Wildlife
Preserve. A terrific opportunity to take a stroll around the huge enclosures that showcase some of the
unique wildlife, often only found in the Yukon and northern Territories.
Episode 44
When we hear the words Port Hedland, we mainly associate it with iron ore, and a lot of it! Even
though there are industry tours that circumnavigate the entire port, there’s so much more to it then just
mining.
Episode 45
Chrissy takes the next big thing in South West travel -- a floatplane to stunning Geographe Bay to
dive one of the world’s great shipwrecks, the HMAS Swan.
Episode 46
In the hills east of Perth is a very special place - Kalamunda. The Noongar translation is 'home in the
forest'. The peace and quiet of life up here draws people to the hills lifestyle but this is one place that
is not short of things to do.
Episode 47
Visitors to Walpole can experience the Valley of the Giants and Tree Top Walk, the Ancient Empire
and the beautiful scenery and attractions of the Walpole/Nornalup National Park.
Episode 48
More than 70 per cent of Western Australia is coastline and the best way to see it is from beneath the
waves so to come and discover one of Rottnest Island’s most unique dive sites.
Episode 49
Check out the amazing marine life over the crystal clear Indian Ocean around Rottnest Island off the
coast of Western Australia. Diverse and bright and colourful, this dive will take your breath away.
Episode 50
Head down Southwest into Blackwood Valley and takes up the challenge to explore this amazing part
of our state on two wheels with West Coast Trail Bike Safaris his guide for the day.

